A Homage to The Masters: Georgia O’Keefe

A Free In-Person Workshop Presented by
Cancer Support Community Atlanta

In our series, “A Homage to The Masters” we will explore acrylic painting and look closely at the work of Georgia O’Keefe. You will be given the opportunity to create your own original using her style. No artistic skill necessary… just a desire to explore and play with art materials.

Georgia O’Keefe, one of the longest living artists, lived to be 98, spent many of her adult years in the picturesque and spiritual backcountry of northern New Mexico. She began as an artist painting skyscrapers in New York City and finished her career painting natural forms like sun parched skulls and the interior of desert flowers, exposing new worlds. Colorful in character, she is remembered driving herself around the Ghose Ranch of New Mexico in a Ford Model A and having created 900 paintings in her lifespan.

Led by: Dana Kuehn, M.S., LPC
Monday, August 5, 10:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
In-person only
We validate parking, so bring your ticket in with you.
Our suite is located below the main lobby in Building 2.
Register in advance for this program on our website at:
www.cscatlanta.org/calendar

This program is made possible through a grant from Georgia Alliance for Breast Cancer.